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RENOVATED ARMORY SCENE OF ANNUAL FROLIC
Tropic Setting Executed For
Class Of '61 G-uys and Dolls
by Mike Markiewicz

Tomorrow night, in the midst of all the inclement winter
weather which has recently plagued Cincinnati, the Armory
will be transformed into a sort of tropical island, complete
with palm trees, Japanese lanterns, and native fishing nets.
Music will float across the dance floor on the wings of warm
tropic breezes, supplied by the
new ventilating system recently
installed by Student Council.
Since it has been re-decorated,
the Armory can stand up with
any dance spot in town.
The occasion for all this is the
Frosh Frolic. This dance Is the
one big event of the school's
social season which ls sponsored
entirely by the members of the
freshman class. All the proceeds
will go to Student Council, and
will thus ·b~ put to work for the.
betterment of the university.
The tickets are on sale today
in South Hall and will be available tomorrow night at the door.
The cost is $3.50 per couple. All
the beer and soft drinks necessary
are included in "the price of admission. Music will be supplied
by Deke Moffett and his orches-

BULLETIN Jesuit Prexys· Reiterate
Due to the heavy demand for
tickets to the Xavier-UC basketball game Saturday, March 8 at
the Cincinnati Garden, the ticket
office announces that students
must exchange their activity
books for tickets on or before
Monday, Feb. 10 at the ticket
office in Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse. Tickets will be presented
only to those students showing
their activity book.

tra, an organization which is already well known by many Xavier students. The evening will
begin at nine o'clock and will
conclude at one o'clock.
Among the freshmen who have
put In a lot of time and hard
work to make the dance a good
one are Andy Odoardi, chairman;
Ron Bosken, in charge of publicity; Paul Moroney, Ed Schmidt,
. by Denny Doherty,
Pat Quigley, Larry Bachschiieder, and Lou Romanos, in charge
News Associate Editor
of refreshments and decorations.
February 7 and 8 at 8 p.m. are
If this year's freshman dance gets
the support of the whole fresh- the dates set for the Xavier Uniman class. which it deserves, it versity Sodality's second annual
should be a big success and a very Variety Show, Time For Music,
enjoyable evening. An attendance at the Walnut Hills High School
of around one hundred and fifty Auditorium at Gilbert and VicX.U. freshmen and their dates is tory Parkway Aves.
anticipated.
Under the direction of Bob
Schaffstein, one of our city's better pianists, students from the
Catholic high schools and colleges
of the city as well as from the
by Jim Vorwold
Conservatory
of Music have been
Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Hearken to those with nimble feet and courmy words all who enjoy a good age there will be dance contests. working very hard for the past
time. Friday of this week, Janu- Show your friends how good you few months. The choreography
ary 31, can be a red letter day are. You will be able to meet and is being handled by Mrs. O'Neill
for you. A musical blast is being greet old and .l'lew friends. There of the Conservatory, while Ray
given that night. The Xiles are can be no excuse for not having Hopman is training the mixed
- choral group. Bob Schaffstein
presenting a Requestfully Yours a good time.
himself is working with the
dance. The music will be by
This is the first. big dance that eleven-piece orchestra. Jazz, popJohnny Buckholz with his MusicMakers. The dance will be at the · the Xiles have offered. This new ular and show tunes will be feaXU armory from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m. social club, headed by Dick tured in this musical.
Admission is only 50¢. This event Glassmeyer, is presenting many
Last year at this time eleven
will be one of the highlights of social events. The dance commit- hundred people jammed the Xavthe school year. Everyone may tee is managed by Miss Jolene ier University Armory to see the
attend.
Leon. Following the more sober first performance of Time for
The dance receives its name task of collecting money for the Music. In fact, the show was defrom the fact that request boxes needy at Christmas, this dance is layed one half hour just to get
will be placed throughout the a welcome relief from the hectic chairs for the over-crowd. Others
armory. Johnny Buckholf and his exam period. Come one, come all! were turned down at the door.
Music-Makers will play for any Just ffity cents is your passport And there was one comment
request. Now is your chance to to a swinging evening of enter- which came from all quarters
dance to that favorite tune. For tainment.
after the show: not an amateur
in the show; it was really professional! That is the precise reason why Time for Music is being
put on this season for two nights
to a capacity crowd of thirteen
Catholic colleges and semi- ing to its size. Xavier's quota is hundred each night.
naries in mission lands are badly 1,000 books. With the combined
At present, five thousand ticin need of books-good books of efforts of the faculty· and the
every kind. Furthermore, at the student body we hope to fill kets are in the hands of students
all over the city, but as soon as
present time, these same mission this quota.
twenty-six hundred of them have
territories are being deluged
Any book in good physical been sold and paid for via the
with Communist literature and condition which you consider to
propaganda. They need and want be still usable in Catholic col- delegates of the Catholic high
especially the kind of books leges and seminaries will be schools and colleges, the ticket
sale will be stopped at once. The
America can contribute.
greatly appreciated. The follow- donation is one dollar. The proPrevious book campaigns have ing suggestions may help you in ceeds will help financ_e the Xavbeen seriously hampered by the selecting the books you might ier University Sodality members'
lack of funds for packing and donate;
annual seven-day retreats and
shipping the books. Now, for the
Almanacs a n d yearibooks- trips to the Summer School of
first time, aid is available for since 1940, Dictionaries-espe- Catholic Action in Chicago and
this purpose through the Asia cially bi-lingual, Catholic Ency- New York.
Foundation, a private organiza- clopedia and Dictionary, Other
·
tion.
Encyclopedias-since 1930, The- since 1935.
The drive affords a convenient
Nationwide
ology-especially sets, PhilosUnder the sponsorship of the ophy-especially sets, St. Thomas occasion to sort your libraries
Secretariat Library Committee, Aquinas-all writings, Pap a 1 and get rid of the books you no
Catholic University of America, documents, Spiritual reading and longer use, but which are badly
a nationwide series of drives is meditation, Canon Law-since needed in the colleges and sembeing launched to collect books 1918, Social sciences~ince 1935, inaries of other countries.
for the foreign missions. Xavier Physical sciences - since 1945,
You may leave your contribuUniversity library will assist in Mathematics, World literature- tions at the loan desk in the
the collection of books for a including &ood fiction, History, main reading room of the library
limited time. Each institution Fine arts, Technology and prac- or at the Cataloging Dept:, Room
was given a quota to fill accord- tical arts, Periodicals - bound, 20 of the library building.

Request Fest Set For Armory

Drive Underway For Books To Aid
In Comhatting Communist Propaganda·

Sodality Sponsors
Professional Talen(
In Variety Shoiv

Basic Values In Spaee Age
At their meeting held January 2-4 at Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., the presidents of the Jesuit colleges
and universities of America adopted the following statement
on the current role of Jesuit higher education:
The universities and colleges in the United States under
the direction of members of the
Jesuit Order (Society of Jesus) ary school, more of our most
are part of the total educational capable high school graduates
resources of America. Twenty- will go on to college.
eight institutions of higher learnRespect
Whatever weight other motives
ing have been developed out of a
four-century old tradition of have had in inspiring the sclenscholarship and liberal education, tific renascence that revitalized
a tradition which has a definite Russian education, we must admit
part in shaping western culture. . that respect for learning and at
As America moves from today's least some freedom in Its punult
dawn into tomorrow's full morn- -inconsistent though this be with
ing of the satellite age, Jesuit totalitarian ideology-did play a
colleges firmly purpose to con- notable part.
Free Motivation
tinue joining their strength with
that of other American instituThere may seem to be more
tions in meeting the educational deficient. ways to actualize latent
challenge which confronts our human talent than the unwieldy
country.
system followed in our free demResponsibllltles
ocratic society in which persuaMissiles and satellites have sion a n d conviction precede
turned all eyes skyward. Quite choice. But whatever price must
naturally It is the military, the be paid to surpass soviet science
scientific, the technological aspect and technology it must not be
presented by the Soviet challenge the surrender of democracy or
that has captured our concern denial of the proper autonomy of
and would monopolize our ener- the individual citizen. Free motigies. But here upon this planet vation must do for America what
dwell the men who launch the mass compulsion has done for
missiles and the satellltes-for modern Russia.
purposes of good or ill. The exThe Solution
plosive complications and frightAmerica has sore need of all
ening responsibilities that spring her resour<:es today. Talent must
from mankind's discovery of cos- be discovered and encouraged
mic power are human and moral. and, if need be, assisted wherever
Accordingly, their solution must it may be found. There is an imcome from within man himself. mediacy science education which
Survival
all must recognize. Science and
The basic response of education . ntlthematics mQt receive new
to today's pressures lies not in a emphasis in the curriculum and
program of better ballistics (de- a larger proportion of our talspite its importance) but in one ented youth-at least for the
that produces better men, even present-should be encouraged to
though technological superiority specialize in fields related to the
is a condition for survival, its urgencies of the satellite age.
p"rsuit must not blind us to our Jesuit education will continue
reasons for survival. Any panic- and deepen its characteristic coninspired aping of an alien system cern with scientific and mathecould quickly destroy the very matical disciplines.
values we undertake to preserve.
Expansion
Motivation
Jesuit colleges will expand
It is with man and his motiva- within the framework of their
tion then that today's educators resources and ideals to accomomust most deeply concern them- date their proper share of the
selves. This motivation derives large college population expected
from a two-fold awareness: a in the 1960's. ·Even though consense of the enhancement of tinuing priority will be given to
human dignity through growth increased financial and academic
in knowledge and wisdom; and a support for the 9,000 devoted facconsciousness of the spiritual ulty members of American Jesuit
obligation incumbent on each colleges, expansion of physical
human being to develop his God- plant will also be earnestly ungiven talents.
dertaken. Within the nellt few
Homely Values
years $102 million construction
Respect for learning begins in program will provide 91 new
the home. Understanding and buildings on Jesuit campuses.
stimulation there will supple- This program is possible because
ment the effort of the school and of the loyal support of some
create an environment In which 600,000 alumni of Jesuit schools,
a . young person can develop his generous benefactors, industry
talent to the full and even take and philanthropic foundations.
pride in the mastery of the more · In its fifth century of dedicated
demandfnr subjects of the eur- educational work Jesuit instituriculum. Man's natural zest to tions are proud to join with other
make his own the truth and
beauty of the arts and sciences ls American colleges and universian Innate yearnln&' to take con· ties in the shared task of pretlnually fuller poueulon of the serving and developing for comunlvene entrusted to him by bis ing generations the values and
Creator. If this dnlre ls con- ideals that have made the weststantly encourased tbrou1bout ern world the bastion of freedom
the years of primary and second- under God.
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Original Costuming Ideas
May Win Prize In This
Year's Mardi Gras Dance

NO. 10

Tlte Coecl
Comments Ou
Costuming
by Pat Wiechman,
XUEC Columnist

At last we've found It! Not just
a spark but a whole forest fire
of imagination! Where? •Why,
anyplace where Mardi Gras is
.Strange as it may seem, the prize winning costume at a being celebrated. Look at New
masquerade often appears ridiculous at first glance. But a Orleans. Is there any city more
appraisal of the outfit reveals originality-the primary dedicated to (and financially
"It is intelligible enough," states the Catholic Encyclopedia second
· · f
profitting from) imaginative pro"that before a long period of deprivations, human natur~ req ms1 te or a good costume. So, I interviewed several people duction? As 890n as the pageantry
should allow itself some exceptional license in the way of and asked them for suggestions for costumes for this year's of parades, floats, balls, and kings
frolic and good cheer." Such is the spirit and occasion of Mardi Mardi Gras. Some of the replies
_.
ls over for one year, work and
Gras, the culmination of the winter social season. Not until were quite interesting.
back of Nlotre Dame and the planning is begun for the next.
the purple veil is lifted and life
y~ung lady in that show. The Though most of the plans are
Costume Themes
returns, spiritually in the Res- a time the holiday got out o~
King and I are two excellent
It seems that the trend in porti·ay.als. A shiek and his love made and carried out by, the
urrection, and materially in a' han~ and people used the celenew spring, will the Christian's brat10n as an excuse to butcher costuming this year will lean from ·the Desert Song would be various Krewes or clubs, everycalendar list events of social their enemies. Politicians were towards costumes which repre- very easy to make and could be one gets into the act. Adults and
prominence.
often slaughtered en masse by sent various themes and puns. very aut)lentic. Or from the children alike wander through
the streets masked and In all
their enemies during these fren- · For example, a foursome recently
pages of Mark Twain a Missis- manner of costumes on Mardi
The gay sounding name, Mardi zied days.
turned up with a winner when sippi gambler and his dancing Gras day.
Gras, has a rather disgusting
translation, "Fat Tuesday." But
Despite the loss of citizens that they attired themselves in sheets girl emerge. A racoon coat and
Tradition
the English makes clear the im- resulted after every such feast in which were covered with strings. a low waisted dress would bring
Actually the tradition of cosplication of the last fling before Greece the Romans adopted the They came as a string quartet. back the roaring twenties. And·
that
same
era,
we
might
find
tumes
and maskiµg is almost as
in
Two
more
sharp
outfits:
the
girl
Lent and its period of self-denial. holiday but stripped it of any
Carnival i's another term often spirituality it might have pos- comes in a Chineese kimona and a fellow dressed as a bath tub old as the celebration itself,
heard in conjunction with Mardi sessed when the property of the the fellow wear a stove pipe with his date pouring gin into which dates back to early Chrismade out of black cardboard- him. Better think about that one. tian times. Masking is mentioned
Gras and is simply the entire Greeks.
·
in the accounts of 15th and 16th
social season which climaxes in
Things really got sordid and the Asian flu; a fellow in corIt
Yourself
century
Italian carnivals. CosDo
Fat Tuesday's activities. This sodden when the Priests of Galli rugated cardboard painted yeland
tumes
were
worn at Mardi Gras
Miscellaneous
costumes
l.ow
and
made
to
resemble
an
season starts on Twelfth Night, took over the celebration. It was
the feast of the Epiphany, which at this time that masks were ear of corn escorts a young lady those which portray occupations festivities by Louis the Fourmarked the Middle Age's end of introduced into the Lupercalia wearing a white sheet which has are very easy to dig up. A bar- . teenth and· the Bourbon court.
the Christmas season, and closes as a result of female imperson- been painted as a dollar bill. tender and the ever present Mardi Gras was celebrated in
on midnight of Shrove Tuesday, ators found among these emas- Here we have a "buck an ear." "Lily" would be original. Or a Louisiana as early as 1710 with
the official beginnil"'g of Lent.
dulated worshippers of Attis. There are hundreds of these fellow dressed as an SS Trooper masking and gaiety but little of
escorting a vampish looking spy the other festivities we think of
The meaning of Mardi Gras, to Emperor Claudius attempted to types of costumes. The .gentlewouldn't require too much work. today. New Orleans Mardi Gras
wears
two
pieces
of
wood,
man
many, is simply the pre-Lenten clean up the celebrations but met
Sputnik and mutnik, British fox as we know it didn't develop
cut
out
and
painted
like
two
blow-off which is characterized with little success. The Roman
· hunters, circus figures, robots, until the middle of the last cenby merry-mad-cap balls, dancing aristocrats stayed at home and pieces of bread. His escort wears and western outfits (Adult west- tury. Oh, there were balls and
a
red
costume
with
stage
money
In the streets and huge parades had private gatherings but these
pinned on. He smiles all night, erns that is) are always good gala parties and considerable
tllroughout colorful New Orleans did not epitomize virtue either.
a
cheese sandwich, and she is a ideas for masquerades. Costumes celebration, but none of the floats
But history has a few exploslv~
It is due to Christianity and
and lettuce salad. For a representing objects are snappy: and specialized royalty and natomato
footnotes to the American Mardi . the Church that there is still .a
Gras
Mardi Gras. To help spread heavenly night at the dance, it oyster and pearl, cigarette and tional publicity. The first floats
'
Christianity throughout the Ro- shouldn't be hard to construct match, tombstones, and candy were introduced in 1857 to imGenerally the Bacchanalian, man populace the Church adopted two costumes resembling two canes are simple enough to make. press a visiting Grand Duke,
Lupercalian, and Saturnalian fes- the feast into her calendar. The dice. Your cos·tume is "paradise."
Switch-Abouts
Alexis of Russia.
tivals are given the blame for lllreputed feast of Lupercalla beDo
a
few
switch-ab
t
d
Carnival Origin
"Sew and Sew"
Mardi Gras. These affairs, as dil- came carnelevamen, the consulhave the girl come as t : ~'g~~~ne
of the ~ost inte~esting
Two more suggestions and I'll der" and the fellow as th h
ligent students know, were not ation of the flesh.
thmgs we found m our research
e c eer- at the li"b y
th"
t "I
A final note in the establish- quit for you. For those who want leader. Or let the fellow
always the most reserved gathget
a
~ar was. is no e: . n
to
gamble
on
their
costumes
erings. As a matter of fact they ment of Mardi Gras occured
hold of a camera and be the 1827 the first carnival procession
~~re downright wild.
when Pope Gregory the Great being prize winners, a sheet and press agent following the young took place when ~ome young CreIt seems like the earliest re- fixed the fluctuating date of Ash a few round pieces of cardboard, startlet around. Brightly colored oles of good family, recently r~
corded festivals around the cal- Wednesday and made Shrove both appropriately decorated, can material means two beautiful cent~~ returned. from French umendar time of Mardi Gras and Tuesday the end of three days very easily turn into a card and costumes representing natives of versitles, ~urprised the populace·
the beginning of Lent, are those of feasting and festival before the a chip. And finally, a couple the .South Seas. Ingenuity could by par~di.ng. t~e streets under
religious celebrations held in turn from delights to the prob- decorated like a needle ·and produce a pink elephant nd
masks, m imitation of the French
thread can come as "sew and bottle of champagne. (The ~ham~ and Vene~ian ca~nivals. It proved
hopes of fertile soil or an abun- lems of the soul.
dant crop.
Italy called· it carnevale, and sew." As I promised, I will quit pagne could produce the elephant such an immed1:ite success. that
Ovid gives the first description from the French carnaval comes on these types of costumes.
itself, but lets not go into that.) the custom wa~ firmly ~stabhshed
Famous Characters
of this type of festival, which the English, carnival. The term
You could come as ·misery and from then. on. You might ~now
went considerably further than carnival is usua11y taken to mean
Another line of costumes which company and still have a great ~hose colhch guys. would figure
sacrifice for the spirits of vege- "farewell to meat" but "farewell could be quite popular are those time. That would require a few m somewhere. Besid~s street patation. This was the celebration to the flesh" would ·be a more which portray characters in fam- good masks And of
rades, costumes go to the extrav.
'
course, agant ball h Id
th I t d
of spring by the Arcadian shep- accurate and complete definition. ous books, history, operas, and there is rarely
a masquerade
. s e on e as ay
herds who after sacrificing goats
The Christian history of Mardi smash Broadway productions. which doesn't produce at least of carnival. Thanks to those colmade whips from the animals' Gras has its purple chapters too.. Someone with a relative who one clown.
lege students who brought the
custom to America, Mardi Gras
skins and charged the villages Italy abused the holiday and served in World War I could
Think!!!
isn't Mardi Gras without cosflogging anyone who happened to France after the Renaissance, possibly ·borrow a doughboy uniYou
may
well
be laughing at tumes. People seem to like it that
be on the streets.
sometimes under the direction of form and bring Mata Hari. Great
After the frightening hue and a King, careened out of control lovers in history always mean the above suggestions, but the way.
cey of the Arcadians came the in its . observances. The English good costumes. If the young lady purpose of this article was not Editor's Note:
Greeks who adopted the feast with their usual misplaced re~ would like to come as Alice in to have' you choose one of those
This week we invited Miss Pat
into their organized religious serve, never were completely Wonderland, the flllow could be listed. What it was supposed to Wiechman, XUEC columnist, to
life. The Greeks kept the general sold on the Carnival, although anyone of the other picturesque
express her views on the idea of
spirit of the day in their cere- during Elizabeth's reign and the ·characters in that story. Katrina do is to give you a st;rt in think- costuming at the Mardi Gras. In
ing
up
your
own
costumes.
Bwt
and
the,
Headless•
Horseman
also
monies, retaining the februa, -Tudor period some extremely
the future Miss Wiechman's colsound good. From the movies or don't be fooled. You~ idea isn't umn will be a regular editorial
goatskin whips, which they' used frothy events were staged.
Broadway we have the hunch- ridiculous; it's orlginal.
to purify themselves of sin. For
(Continued on Page 6)
page feature.

By Dan Herth

by Denny Doherty
Associate Editor, XU News
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Costuming From The. Feminine View
.

.

.

by E. S. Edelmann
quote Donna as saying, "Yes, I
As part of its Mardi Gras preparations regarding the costume dance the do
like costume affairs if everyJoyee Wittekind '60, Mt. St.
Joseph, Cincinnati-No, I don't X.U. News interviewed several young ladies from around the city. The one would cooperate to make it
a success. Dressing up is good for
·
like particularly large masquer- foil owing are the results of those interviews.
a person once in a while. It helps
ade affairs-rather, small parties.
by
Tom
Cahill
girls
for
their
cooperation
and
the
idea
not
particularly
fond
of
them
to come out of themselves
If I were to go I'd probably come
as a gypsy-at least that's the
The first lesson every neophyte especially Donna Flee without of a costume ball, but if she goes and be a little uninhibited." She
first thing that comes to mind. journalist learns is to begin his whose help this article could not her choice of costume would be suggests characte1·s from opera...
a southern belle and for her date possibly Carmen and MephastaI'd really want to do something story with a rather startling have been written.
a
Confederate soldier.
pheles from Faust.
unique as far as the costume goes. statement. Well, here goes . . . .
Brenda Bien: Brenda is a freshJoan Dennemann from Oakley
.I hope the dance approaches a MEN, WE'VE HAD IT!!
man majoring in English. Her
Grace Gablo of Grosse Point,
happy medium between dull and
Yes, the girls have it in for interests center around the fash- is also a freshman who likes to Michigan is also a Home Econrowdy.
those of us of the "fair?" sex who ions of the day. She says she ice skate, as well as good musk. omics major who enjoys ice skatZita Wagner '60, Mt. St. Joseph, might find it distasteful to. rnas- casts her vote for a costume She is .a speech major, and one ing and boating, Says Grace, "I
Cincinnati-As for a costume, I'd querade. at the a!mual Mardi Gras affair and prefers a humorous who loves costume dances. Her like the Mardi Gras dances as
wear my Mt. gym suit. They give · celebraho~ coming up very soon type costume. Her suggestion: suggestion for a possible costume they have been in the past. It's
is Marie Antoinette and her hus- going to <be hard for the dorm
Mickey and Minnie Mouse.
more freedom. That what I'm on the social calendar.
band, King Louis.
students who won't have access
Loretta
Benjamin
is
a
Home
really for, as far as X's dances . .In.a re~ent poll at Our Lad>: of
Carm Duston: Carm from Clif- to old clothes and won't have
are concerned is more freedom. ' Cmcmnati College the girls Economics major from SteubenThe dance after the X.U.-U.C. opened UJ> their "hearts" and ville, Ohio. She is a junior. Lor- ton hopes eventually to .be a help from their families as will
game was like danse macabre- "minds" (but not their pocket- etta, . who collects records, says, chemical engineer. Her hobby is the day hops. It will also be a
in a morgue of course.
books) with varied opinions and "No, i don't like costume affairs building sets for amateur theatri- greater expense to the dorm stuideas. But cheer up men, because because I don't particularly care cal productions. Carm is also in dent." Grace and date would go
Mary Curliss '60, Mt. St. Jos- our Victory Parkway neighbors to go to the trouble of getting favor of a masquerade, and, in as a couple of jailbirds.
eph, Cincinnati-I think a cos- have given "us many costume sug- dressed up, plus ~he fact that keeping with her chosen profesMarlene Henkel, a freshman
tume dance would be lots of fun. gestions. You know, it might be most college men don't want to sion, would like to come as a who is going to major in educaOff hand, I couldn't say what I'd a lot of fun at that, and it surely either since they think it is too T-square and her date a drawing tion, has been bitten by the actwear but the costumes of my will make good reading in our juvenile."
board.
ing .bug. She is currently directdate and I would probably carry autobiographies.
Gail Cutter: A math major,
Donna Flee: A Hyde Park gal ing a play for the Pavilion Playout some theme. At any rate, for
Before I let you in on the opin- Gail is from Silverton and claims of many interests including sew- ers. Marlene is in favor of a
a Mardi Gras dance, I'd choose
of our friends I must take swimming and ice skating for her ing, art, and classical music, is masked Mardi Gras because she
ions
something brightly colored.
this opportunity to thank all the hobbies. She tells us that she is maforing in Home Economics. We
(Continued on Page 6)
Kay McFarren '61, Mt. St. Joseph, Cleveland-I like the idea of
a costume dance. I'd probably
whip up a rabbit costume from
some material I can lay my hands
on.
Pat Clark '61, Mt. St. Joseph,
Cleveland-X's .break with X traPENN R. POST received his B.S. in
dition sounds like jolly good fun.
engineering from U.C.L.A. in 1956,
Of course what 'I'd wear would
H<> is now in the second year of
be predicated on what my partGeneral Electric's Technical Marketing
Program, in the Company's
ner was wearing. I hope they
General Purposel\Iotor Department.
have a prize for the best costume.
It would urge everyone to be a
little more clever in choosing his
costumes. I like X dances, as ·a
whole, and agree with their 3.2%
beer policy.
·
Miss Judy Cassidy '61, Mt. St.
Joseph, ChicagO-I think the idea
of a masquerade captures the
spirit of Mardi Gras ever so much
better than a regular dance. My
date and I would dress as a
couple-probably as some couple
from history. While we're speaking of dances, remind the fellows
to drop out to the Mount's mixer
on Sunday.
Peggy Knall '59, Mt. St. Joseph,
Cleveland-Everybody a r o u n d
here seems to like the idea of a
costume affair, but you have to
realize the difficulty that some
of the boarders will have in getting · costumes. All in all, I'm
pretty satisfied with X dances.
Editor's Note:
As usual, the ladies from the
Mount were most cooperative in
giving us information. We must
however disagree with Miss- Wagner. Perhaps an Asian flu shot or
Four Way Cold Tablet :would
cure her distemper. Many thanks
to the rest however for their
much appreciated comments.

''In a growing indust~y, there's
room ·1or me to grow''

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND. AMERICAN
FOOD
3632 MONTGOMERY RD.

z Minutes From xavter
/

<One Block Soutb of Dana)
IEffenon 1·9Sff

Who's smarter •••
GIRL? or BOY?

SH Pa e Fi"e

I I
I

I
1
1

"Here at General Electric," says Penn R. Post, 24·
year-old marketing trainee, "you hear a lot of talk
about the future - even as far ahead as 1978. In
fact, I've discovered that planning ahead for Arner·
ica's needs 10 and 20 years from now is characteristic
of the electrical industry. And, what's important to
me, General Electric's long-range planning takes my
future into account. I'm now on my fourth assign.
ment in the Company's Technical Marketing Program
- all planned steps in my development.
"I'm pretty confident about the electrical future,
too. For one thing, America's use of electricity. has
been doubling every ten years. And it will increase
even faster as our population grows another 65 mil·
lion by 1978 - and as research and development lead
to new electrical products that help people live bet.
ter. The way I look at it, the technical, manufacturing and marketing resources of large companies like

General Electric are important factors in the growth'
of the electrical industry. And in a growing industry, there's room for me to grow."
•
•
Young people like Penn Post are an important
part of General Electric's plans to meet the opportunities and challenges of the electrical future. Each
of our 29,000 college-graduate employees is given
opportunities for training and a climate for self-de·
velopment that help him to· achieve his fullest capabilities. For General Electric believes that the progress of any industry- and of the nation - depends
on the progress of the people in it.

'Ro1ms Is ~vr Most lmpomrnf' PttJvd

GENERAL

ft ELECTRIC
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SO UT H HALL Muskie~ ~!~!w Ramb~e!.§~valry
.uART ERBAc K
0
By Ed Adams,
News Sports Editor
National ratings, regardless of their obvious inaccuracies,
carry considerable weight among America's mu'lti-million
sports fans. For testimony, one need only recall the expression
of glee worn by the Xavier basketball addict last Wednesday
morning.
Over his coffee and eggs the Musketeer partisan no doubt
spied in the corner of his sports page a little square of names
and numbers, and therein a very welcome symbol of recognition. For the first time this winter th.e Blue and White were
nationally ranked. Maybe the rating was eighteenth and maybe
even a tie with Notre Dame and Tennessee, but nevertheless
Xavier was ranked-and it seemed about time.
·
Two nights before, the Muskies had racehorsed Ed Diddle's
Hilltoppers into a· confusion labeled by the Western Kentucky
mentor as "his team's worst basketball of the season." Yet the
X performance had come too late for poll consumption.
"Well then," mused the reader, "the ranking must be
based upon the Muskies' previous encounter. But wait a second
now, wasn't that the loss to St. Joe of Phila. ?" If he gulped
upon his cofiee, maundering something about the absence of
logic, not a soul could blame him.

* * * .• *

The thrill of being pegged a basketball power is pleasurable, though, even at the cost of ill reason. Surely the honor
was due the Blue Battalion, if only on: th~ streng~h of their
then 10-2 record, which included Louisville, Marshall, Miami
and Fordham victories. Xavier, improving and patching phases
which needed improving and patching very badly, was definitely on the upswing as the Western Kentucky game approached.
At 5:15 p.m., January 20, Crosthwaite, Lawson, Back, Case
and Ellison arrived in town. Five hours later they were departing, heads bowed from a crushing 102-76 defeat.
· The Xavier conquest smacked of last year's glories, and
stirred queries why such proficiency was ·impossible against
the Bellarmines and· Villa Madonnas. Had the tiger finally
come to .life~ Had be b~en ·battling all.along just hard enough
to sustain himself? Or was he truly hampered by injuries,
dissentions and the new style of attack?
Or maybe he at last was hungry, like the hungry fighter
who strives more determinedly than his success-softe~d
opponent.

* * * * *

/

The Western Kentucky tilt represented a sort of joint
awakening. For once Freeman, Stein, Castelle, Tartaron and
Viviano we• present both mentally and physically on the
same court at the same time.
.
Freeman, the tireless rebounder whose hands scrape the
rafters, found his shooting eye and bucketed 21 markers. Many
of his goals were tallied close in, over and around the lumber·
ing Crosthwaite. Enough others were scored from 15 and 20
feet to suggest that the Freeman touch was back ·on the beam.
Tartaron and Stein knitted together Coach McCafferty's
weave, while Viviano, with a 23 point output, managed as
usual to be always in the right spot at the right time.
Ducky Castelle, the 5-11 ex-New Yorker with the air of
poised indifference, himself lit the scoreboard 23 times
If this quintet, whose individual potential is unquesiioned, ·
could maintain a like thirst for victory to the schedule's end,
few would be the sighs of defeat and many the glad shouts of
triumph.
·

* * * * "'

The on-again off-again Musketeer roundball~rs .will have
two opportunities in four days to increase their wmnmg record
Tomorrow night Jim McCafferty will move his quintet
to Chicago to battle the Ramblers of Loyola University. The
Muskies return home Tuesday to quintet is much more powerful
meet the Florida State cagers in than record shows, and Is due to
the fieldhouse.
explode at anytime. The Ram·
Loyola, led by coach George biers could prove dlsastrou~ for
Ireland, holds no fear of the the Xavier cagers, who 10 up and
Muskies as far as past perfor- down like a yo-yo, if they are
mances between the two schools
are concerned. In fact, the Ramblers have rambled all over Xav·
ier squads of the past.
In the last encounter between
the two quintets, Loyola emeried
with a 103-85 victory In 1951.

MUSKETEER

OFTHEWEEK

Belated congratulations are in
order to Stu Courchaine, Xavier's
6-9 stem-styled pivotman. On
Jan. 13 Mrs. Courchaine gave
birth to· a 7! pound .baby boy.
Farther back, in 1928, the locals
held the distinction (?) of scoring the· least amount of points
ever upon Loyola, losing 20·5.
The overall record between the
pair stands 9-5, to the Rambler's
advanta1e.
So-So Record
Ireland hopes to extend the
team's lead in the rivalry Saturday when he places his so-so
season record on the line against
the favored Muskies. The charges
of Loyola hold no impression on
any well respected squads, while
dropping contests to Notre Dame,
Kentucky, and Marquette, among
others.
The Ramblers are paced by the
scoring prowess of forward Al
Norville, a 6-4 junior averaging
sixteen points per game. Close
behind is Jim Gorman, a promising sophomore center at 6-6,
and hitting 13 points per contest.
Other starters are Paul Sheedy,
a 6-2 junior guard, Art McZier,
6-4, and the only starting senior,
and 6-2 junior guard Frank Hogan.
Yo-Yo Play
In summary, the youn1 Loyola

X Cagers Top -LaSalle;
Malone, Tepe Stumble Over Toledo
Net 41 Points
In NCR Loss
by Paul Ritter

Frosh guard, Tommy Malone,
combined forces with forward, Ed
Tepe, in a desperate ·but unsuccessful attempt to down Dayton's
National Cash Register here last
Sunday night. Malone's 22 points,
along with Tepe's 19, accounted
for the bulk of Xavier's 85 point
total. The fast and shifty little
Malone completely baffled the
opposition throughout the first
half of play.

Monstrous Carl (300 pound) Campbell, who maneuvered
at tackle on Ed Biles' undefeated Frosh crew, is now among
the departed. Rumor has it that "Tiny" envisions a career in
the ~restling ring. Squash! ... Ned Wulk, ex-X cage skipper,
Don Ruberg's frosh cagers, 14
has directed his Arizona State charges to 3 wins in 12 outings. strong at the season's outset, have
... Coach Connolly is attempting to line up a grid date with sifted down to "line in number.
Villanova for the Fall of '59.
·
Changes to date:
DepartedEarl Cowell, 6·3 forward from
Frx Meal1 at Home .••
Chester, Ill.
Gerry Drew, 5·11 guard from Cin.
Frx lunche1 at WOl'lr « Scltool •••
Elder.
Pete Kazyaka, 6·1 guard from
Troy, N.Y.
Dick Mozievko, 6-1 guard from
Troy, N.Y.
Dave
Sullivan, 6-5l center from
QUALITY
OIEKD
HOMOGENIZED MU
Rock lsland, Ill.

~.&..

v

ICE CREAM

(with Vitamin D)

1My can't be beat GI Healthful Food

mcl Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
food Storel For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-lllO, or ask your French-Bauer drlverl

--; (&

I

~-~I
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"Mr. Clutch"
Toledo and LaSalle Games
One sometimes doesn't appreciate the outstanding job Joe
Viviano does until he has the
opportunity to view game statistks. Such was the case Monday
evening against LaSalle.·
The Louisville Junior grabbed
19 rebounds, twice as many as
·any Explorer. He scored 22 points,
hitting on 6 of 12 shots from the
floor and 10 of 13 from the free
throw line. And he played . the
entire 40 minutes.

The Florida State Seminoles,
on the other hand, are new to
Xavier followers. However, Jim
Mccafferty has had previous
court experience with the courtmen from Tallahassee, so thev
are not altogether unfamiliar a·s
far as he ~s concerned.
Youthful Club
· The Seminoles, lacking in impressive feats, are an alptost entirely youthful club, featuring
only two seniors on the whole
squad. The Floridans are paced
by forward Bert Beckel, a 6-5
junior who leads the Seminole
attack with an 18 point scoring
average. Second is Jim Durham,
who set a school sophomore scoring record last season. He is now
at fifteen points per game. Both
Deckel and Durham are from
Louisville, and both prepped with
Xavier guard Hank Stein.
22 Straight
Other starters for Coach Bud
Kennedy's quintet are 6-6 forward .. Larry Strom, 6°6 center
Danny Boltz, and guard Jim
Liteky. The Seminoles are young
and could give the Muskies
plenty of trouble, but should not
prove too tough for the locals,
who have won their last 22 contests on their home floor.
Same Lineup
Back at the Xavier campus,
Coach Mccafferty is preparing
for the attacks of the two cliallengers, and will be ready. The .
Musketeers, who boast a 13-4
record to date, wlll use the rep- '
Jar starters, forwards Joe Viviano
and Comy Freeman, center Frank
Tartaron (Captain), and guards
Hank Stein and Ducky Caatelle.
Viviano and Stein, both juniors from Louisville, pace the
squad in scoring with averages
of 20 and 15 points per game, respectively. Freeman leads all
other rebounders with 17 per
contest.

Leadlns most of tbe 1ame, It
looked .. tbousla xavter mlslat
take their HCoDd eomeouUve
win followlns a ·11·81 vletorr
over Middletown Armco. However, late in tbe same tbe old
problem of reboundl be1aa to
ves tbe l'rolb Five. With Malone
aDll Tepe foullq oat tlae Ylllton
bepa to eapltallle oa Dartoa..

by Don Fenton
·Xavier's Musketeers, looking as ragged as they had iri their
worst-ever, tripped through a pair of contests, gaining a split
against Toledo and LaSalle. The Muskies took their ten-man
traveling squad to Toledo, and as Capt. Frank Tartaron told
this writer, "It wasn't worth the trip." Xavier fumbled the
ball away, but. the real explana· ed their abilities to the dlspleas·
tion lay in .• the lack_ of defense ure of the few loyal Muskie rootdemonstrated by Jim McCaffer- ers who had made the sojourn,
ty's cagers. This was especially but to the objective viewer, it
true of Corny Freeman and the appeared as though Kiefer and
usually reliable Hank Stein. True, Vann had . made a deal on the
Freeman put on an early exhibi· side, as the Muskies either let
tion of blocking shots, and the them 10 In unmolested, as in the
great rebounding for which he case · of Kiefer, or climbed all
has 1become known, but after the over Vann. Kiefer was free for
first five minutes, the issue was six stral1bt outside seti In the
pretty well resolved.
early part of the 1ame, picking
Guards Deadly
op 19 points In the lint half, end
A pair of flashy 111ards, Joe Vann took over In the second
Kiefer and Al Vann, demomtrat- half, srabblns off 16, with the
fine record of 13/H free throws. ·
unfortunate situation. With tbree
X Four Down
minutes to play the Dayton team
Toledo commanded a ten point
took the lead and breezed to a I halftime lead, which they quick·
point wtn.
ly bolstered. They retained · a
N.C.R.'s agile forward, Jerry fourteen point margin throughBucher, dropped in 13 field goals out most of the second hall, until
for 13 attempts to hit a perfect the Muskies finally got to their
100% average. Bucher added 9 man-to-man defense and aided by
free throws to total 35 points. two straight by Al Gundrum and
Four other Daytonians, Lee, another pair by Joe Viviano,
Woods, Mayabb, and Hatton pulled to a 68-62 margin with
scored 13 points apiece.
5:38. Viviano then fouled out and
Despite the loss one excited fan the matter was resolved, with
(Pete O~rien) stated that he Toledo steadily working the ball
never saw the "Little Muskies" to the 86-'15 outcome.
look better. Pete hasn't missed a
Tarnoven
Frosh home game. 'It's fans llke
A1almt LaSalle, tbe MU1kles
this who can cheer OUr Saby anll Esploren tarDed tbe baU
Basketeen on to victory.
over u tboasb tb•J were ,rad•
(Halftime 'acore: Xavier a.1ellool telml. VDOfftelal ltatlltlOI
N.C.R. -t5
bad tlae Mukl• with a total of
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z.1 as opposed to 31 for tile La·
Salle squad. Obvlou111 too tired
to be Interested, LaSalle sat back
and watched Joe Viviano 10 on a
splurge of 21 points to 1lve Xavier a 12·3 record.
Mar1ln Shaved
Five Xavier players hit in
double figures, but only Bill Ka·
theder and Tom Garberina hit
for LaSalle, grabbing 33 between
them. Midway through the second
half, the Xavier fans began sliding down in their seats, as LaSalle put on a full court press,
and succeeded in shaving the
margin to only five points before
the Muskies could solve the prob·
lem. At the outset, the game was
as even as a pair of Toni Twins,
but once the Muskies took the
lead at 17:12 on Castelle's field·
er, LaSalle's plight was evident.
Ducky Castelle was also second
only to Viviano on the night,
pouring in 17 points to match
LaSalle's high scorer. Viviano
then put the ball game away in
the closing minutes with a final
splurge to tally 12 out of the last
15 Muskie points in the 76-65 win,
preserving a streak of home conquests, making it the 22nd consecutive win on their home court.

.. . ....

THE SHIRT

Typewriter Sales and Rentals
Standards and Portables
By week or month
STUDENT SPECIAL
Typewriter, clean, oil,- adjust
and ribbon - •7.50
Call P ArkwaJ 1·50U

LAUNDRY
3618 Mont1ome17 Road
EVANSTON
One Block Soatb of Dana
A Few Bloelka Nortb
Of The Donm
Bachelor Service

Central Typewriter Co.

Fluff Dry Bundi•

•

.. .

M4 Main Street

4 BOUR SERVICE
··~

At age

19,

WHO'S SMARTER··
girl or boy?

~l Psychologists say,

't f .

Girls are l"

They further say:
I

On the average, a young woman 11
mentally two yeau oheod of a young man until age 21.

*
. LANDEN, .LTD.
606 J'ine St.
PArkway 1·'1345

m9£

FLYERS DROP MUSKIES
BY 74-59 SCORE

·

TUXEDO
RENTAL

PAGE
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The 19th birthday is an Important on-because it's
then that the boys and girls are no longer protected
against hospital bills on the parent&' Blue Cross contracts.

3

Hospital core today is better than ever before • • •
and it costs more than ever before ••• so everyone nHdl
Blue Cross more than ever before.

One thing sure-the 19-year-old with Blue Cross is
smarter than the one without protection.
Be sure, be safe-send this ad home to Dad and
have him apply for your own Blue Cross contract.
Or do it yourself by writing Blue Cross. When your
doctor sends you to the hospital, you'll be mighty
glad you did.

Tune Up With Tony
Get your exclusive TONY BENNETT
autographed edition of bits. This remarkable
record features songs like "Rags to
Riches," "Cold, Cold Heart," "Come Next
Spring," "Because of You"••• six big
hits in total! And it's all yours for only
25- ($1.29 value). Just pick up the coupon
at the store where you buy Coca-Cola•
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

co~"''"'

tJ/as~-r·

ANO A NEV!t/ CRUSH-PROOF 6JJK, 100-UKE WO~/ , . .

,... THI COOA·CO&A COMPAWf.

Bottled under authority of The Coca•Cola Company by

THE COCA·COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
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Heal"th's lUn,.di G1«ts l-listo1·y
(Continued from Page 2)
:l\lardi Gras came to America Ball. Each slkc has a bean in it.
by way of Pierre le Moyne Iber- All the beans but one are silver;
ville who took possession of the that one is gold. By chance then,
territory which became .Louisi- and a golden bean, a Queen is
ana. This Frenchman, himself no chosen. Ballot boxes and popular
friend of the English or theil' vote seem rather staid and have
ways, nametl a spot 12 miles from the romantic appeal of a window
the mouth of the Mississi1>pi shade compared to the "Bean
river, Mardi Gras. The European Method."
customs came to New Orleans
No Mardi Gras is complete
and innovations were acltlecl to without the stage melody which
the original balls, masks, :md in 1872 captured the royal fancy
paracles. Most of these changes of his Imperial Highness Alexis
were in the organization ancl gen- Romanoff Alexandrovitch while
eral tone of the festival.
he was \;isiting in New York beThe Carnival is run by secret fore traveling to New Orleans.
societies kno\vn as Krewcs. These His Highness arrived at the beare male organizations of from ginning of Mardi Gras apd the
one to three hundred members. head of Rex Krcwe, knowing of
Each Krewe has an elected King Alexis' liking for the song had it
and a Queen, chosen by various played on every street corner in
means, for its private, very ex- town. The almost silly song, "If
elusive Ball. The Balls arc strictly Ever I Cease to Love" with its
formal affairs with decollette for endless lyrics rings in the ears of
the ladies and dinner jackets for Mardi Gras goers well into Lent
the men. It is generally conceded for it is still played relentlessly.
that the top Krewe is the Rex
Today ·Mardi Gras is respecOrganization and othet: creme de table. But at one time Europe
la creme groups are the Mistick became so pagan in its pre-LenKrewe of Comus, Twelfth Night ten festival that plenary indulgRevelers, and the Knights of ences were offered to people who
Momus.
would take part in veneration of
the Blessed Sacrament at CarAlthough Mardi Gras' are held
nival time. It is said that the
by different organizations over
Poor Clares in New Orleans, and
the nation very few even faintly
pious old women still pray for
resemble the New Orleans cele- Mardi Gras participants. Usually
bration in anything but name.
though Mardi Gras today bears
The methods used by the its religious significance. After
Krewes for selecting their Queens midnight on Shrove Tuesday the
are one of the most colorful parts celebrants return to their homes,
of the celebration but are rarely retire and on rising attend Church
used in festivals out of New Or- and have ashes placed on their
leans. One group gives fl piece of foreheads reminding them of the
cake to each lady attending the season that has just begun.

(Continued from Page 3)

the boys like costume dances,
though. What would I go as? The
Queen of Hearts. My date? A
knave."
l\lyra Minnich whose hobby is
music is one ·of our western
neighbors from Covedale. She is
studying sociology. As enthusiastic as ony of the girls, Myra says,
"Yes, I would like to see the real
thing-a gala masquerade which
would revive the old festive spirit
of the original Mardi Gras." A
Clever costume suggestion, St.
Geo1·ge and the Dragon.- (The
only question is - which one
would be which?)
Kathleen Niehaus: B i o 1 o g y
major. Kathy from Cincinnati
likes to read, swim, .and just
socialize in general. In answer
to our queries, Kathy replied,
"Yes, if everyone cooperated to
make it a success, a costume ball
would be a wonderful affair. I
think a big help to the success
and the spirit of the dance are
the beforehand preparations such
as parades and float building.
'!'hat way, everyone can work together to make it. one huge success.

thinks it would revive the spil'it
of the original Mardi Gras. The
roaring 20's would provide the
background for her costume.
Joan Hogan: Sophomore Joan
is from New York and a sociology major. She loves all spo1·ts
but especially basketball. She
says, "Yes, occasionally I like costume dances but I think they are
more fun when it is a smaller
crowd. At such a large dance as
the Mardi Gras, I don't think that
"Higli Opinions"
people would notice each other's
by Tom Kail
attire." From English literature,
Mary Bunker of Summit High
Joan chooses Grendel and BeoSchool would most probably wear
wulf.
a dress of "old fashioned" mode.
Sandy Lady, a southern belle
·Two of Mary's ideas for costumes
from Knoxville, lists her hobby
were Hansel and Gretel and an
as boys and her college major as
angel and devil.
Home Economics. She loves cosSue Gruber of Ursuline Acadtume 1balls and suggests a pair
emy would most probably come
of hillbillies for a costume. Could
as a minstrel girl. She recalls a
be thoughts of home, eh?
very original costume in which
the .boys dressed entirely in black
Diana Lobitz: Diana is a junior
and tied themselves together with
who hails from Cheviot. A socia hope to give the appearance of
ology major who claims swima clothesline. Sue is very much
ming and sewing as her interests,
in
favor of· a Masquerade :M:ardi
Diana says, "Yes, I like masked
Marilyn Rifken hails from Dayballs. They are different and ton, Kentucky. In addition to her Gras.
Sue Carnes from Notre Dame
make the occasion more fun and many activities, she somehow
much more interesting." For cos- finds the time to be the president Academy is undecided as to what
tumes she suggests the television of the sophomore class. An Eng- she would wear, ·but suggested
commercials, Little Lulu and lish ·major, Marilyn offers som.e "pair" costumes such as Romeo
Manners the Butler.
new ideas. "Costumes might be and Juliet. Sue is very much in
Carol l\lcDonald: An art major hot and clumsy and uncomfor- favo1· of a :M:asquerade, but wonfrom right here in Cincy, Carol table. I prefer the idea of a ders how the fellows will feel
spends much of her time sewing masked ball with the girls in about it.
Janet Brenner of St. Mary's
and at the drawing board. She very dressy clothes and glittersays, "Yes, I think that costume ing masks and the men with dark High suggested costumes showing
dances are a lot of fun. Especially . suits and companion masks. Dec- different nationalities such as a
fun is thinking up various cos- orations and some kind of special Dutch boy and girl combination.
tumes. I don't think that most of dance like the grand march would She also had ideas concernin~
Spanish, French, :M:exican, etc.
costumes.
Caroline Pope of Regina would
like to come to the Mardi Gras
dressed as a devil. She would
like to see in abundance "gaynineties" and "roaring twenties" ·
costumes. Caroline likes the idea
of a masquerade because it fits
right into the spirit of Mardi
Gras:

APPRAISALS

"URSULA CONTINGENT"
NAME:
SECTION OF THE CITY:
HOBBIES:
1. Do you like ·costume parties?
2. If you were going to a costume
party, what would you wear
and how would you go?
3. Do you have any suggestions
of costumes . for other people
going to a costume party?
4. Do you have any comments or
any thoughts on this subject
at all?
Mary Ann Schmitt
Mt. Airy
Sports, Dramatics
1. Love them. I think they are a
riot.
2. Some kind of a dated period
outfit, maybe something from
the gay nineties.
When asked how she would go,
she answered, "With a date, I
hope."
3. I like the idea of having costumes required for a party because it will give you something to do and will create an
unusual get together.
4. Don't come at all if not in costume.
It would be nice to have prizes
for the best dressed couple and
(Continued on Page 8)

DELIVERIES

B1u•ri11'1
Phir•••Y
The Drug Store Closest To

New Impala Spart Coupe. Chevy's the only car In ifs field
with Body by Fisher and Safely Plate Gloss oil around.

Chevrolet says new in the nicest ways!
It's not the names of these fine Chevrolet features that we're talking about. That which we call "Turbo-~hrust"
would by any other name be just as sweet. It's what the names stand for. It's the way Chevrolet looks new', rides
new and performs new. That's what's important and that's what you should see and f~l. How about ?low!

--------------.
-------------- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TURBO-THRUST VB
AS ANOTHER CHOICE THERE IS

It is the most a1h·ancc1l YB ilcvclopment
of tho year! ltn.Jic:.l!y new with the
comlm•tion chnmhcrH locntcil in the block
insteail of on toj1. Delivers 250 h.p.!
OJJtional al c;rtra cosl

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
:• TURBOGLIDE :•
• The only triple-turbine automatic •
•
•
:

drive in the low-price field and •
Chevrolet has it! None smoother :
than this extra·cost option.
. •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
BLUE-FLAME

6

As economy-minded

as ever, but now even
peppier with a higher
145 horsepower!

help to create a festive atmosphere."
Grace Ross who numbers among
her hobbies records, photOgraphy,
and dramatics is a freshman from
Pleasant Ridge. Very philosophically speaking she says that
coming in costume is nothing
more than a subtle manifestation
of our society's psychological
maladjustment. (Whew!) But for
a costume she does suggest famous people,' for example, Xavier
Cugat and Abbe Lane. (Whew!
again).

powerglide

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Optional al czlra cosl.

r-------------·
FULL COIL

•:

sprinys at all four wheels
flex steel muscles to take you :
smoothly over rouyh spots! :

••
•

••
••
••

••

••
•••.
•••
THE '68 CORVETTE-EVEN SPORTIER/
••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
You'll find the buys
are good aa. gold at
your Cltevrolet dealer's/

SEE ALL THIS AND MORE. TOO, AT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED CHEVROLET DEALER'S

Xavier University
3618 Mont1omerJ' Road
MEirose 1-3701

Who's smarter •••
GIRL? or BOY?
See Page Five
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Mardi Gras lllusings
by Bob Queenan, Editor-in-Chief, XU News

~ithin two. ~~eks most of us will be busily involved in
Mardi Gras activities. We have all been informed in one way
or another that there will be an "Over the Rhine" Beer Party
in the armory and that the dance on Saturday, Feb. 15, will be
a costume affair. We .w?uld like to offer, for what they are
worth, some of our opinions on the above mentioned subjects.
First let's talk on the Beer Party. The German element of
ca~pus, as. the sign in the ~rmory will tell you, are finally
having their day. The Mardi Gras committee will probably
offer a good evening of entertainment for those who attend
this party. We would certainly say that this party is a must
for those people of German ancestry. (This would seem to
include the better part of the population of dear old Zinzinnati.) For those few people who are of Irish, Polish, or Italian
ancestry there seems to be little hope of conquering the German masses. We do however suggest that you attend this party.
You might be provided with an excellent study of the old
country.
Now for the main topic of concern, the Masquerade Ball.
There have been many opinions floating around the campus
both "pro" and "con" concerning this dance. Let us be amon~
the first to say that we are fully aware of the problems which
both dorm student and day-hop alike face in regard to coming
in costume. While the problem does seem to be a bit tougher
for the boarding student to solve, we have always noted that
that particular group is especially gifted with imagination.
This power seems to be awaiting only the action of development to flower to its fullest. Most of the girls we've interviewed seem .to be more than willing and able to help make
costumes or suggest ideas for them. We might even go on
record as suggesting construction parties modeled after the
float constructing party .. The scale would of course be much
smaller. Though it will be of some bother and inconvenience
for each of us to com'e to this dance in the prescribed manner,
we Jl'!OSt certainly urge each member of the student body to
attend this function. We feel certain, that given the support
which is given the two fraternity dances, this affair will be
the huge success it deserves to be.
We now wish to make a few remarks to various organizations around the campus. To Student Council: Are big name
bands no longer available to XU? To future Mardi Gras com·
mittees: How about an Italian Pizza party? To the two social
fraternities on campus: Will your members support the Mardi
Gras and try to make it a big success or is your )Qyalty wholly
devoted to your small circle of ''Suedo Aristocrats" instead of
your school? To future "letters to the editor writers": We will
print any letter as longi as it is signed and· does not contain
vulgar and obscene language. We would however appreciate
a little constructive rather than destructive criticism wher1~
criticism is to be offered.

Promise You.rself
Ed. Note: The following is

somet~ing

we happenecl to find in our files.
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Letters To The Editor

Symp11ony

Dear Eclitot,
It is my perso11al opm1on that tile e:epansion of academic
clepartments_ has not kept pace with tile growth c111cl interests of
the student bocly.
By Bill Disqr1e
Fo1· this teason I would iike to suggest establishing Cl new department. I am enclosing a tentative schedule of possible courses. These
can be moclifiecl to meet any new conditions.
Today at 2: 00 p.m. and tomorYours truly,
row evening at 8: 30 p. m., Isaac
Kenneth Kl1wh
Stern, violinist, will make his
REGISTRATION
fourth appearance here with the
PURPOSE: The aim of this department is to instill in the student a Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra.
knowledge of the historical development and importance of pni- Mr. Stern was born in Kriminiez,
pre-registration, pre-registration, re-pre-registration, and regis- Russia in 1920. Less that a year
tration.
later, he was brought to America
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: Major-Reg. 1, 2, 3, 4, 31, 32, 101, 163; by his parents. It was in America
Minor-Reg. 1, 2, 3, 4, 31, 32;
that Isaac Stern trained on the
All students must minor in this field.
violin.
COURSES
Rather intei·esting, I think, is
Reg. I Introduction to rre-Pre-Registration. A synthesis of essential the fact that Isaac Stern started
data underlying the importance of registration.
on the }Jiano at the age of six, but
Reg. 2 A continuation of Reg. 1.
changed to the violin two years
Reg. 3 Principles of Pre-Registratil>n. A highly technical methods later. Why clicl he change? The
course elaborating on previous data.
boy next ctoor was squeaking on
Reg. 4 A continuation of Reg. 3.
his violin, anct this so unnerved
Reg. 31 Principles of Registration. This course is designed for students i\Ir. Stern that he cletermined to
who had the patience to complete the previous four.
i1rove that a violin could be
Reg. 32 A continuation of Reg. 31.
}Jlayecl better than that.
Reg. 101 Advanced Pre-Registration. Designed especially for those
Did he prove his point? When
students who are making a career of standing in line.
Isaac Stern was eleven, Pierre
Reg. 158 Psychology of Registration. A critical evaluation of technique Monteux, the recently retired
in the light of Freudian psychology with special attention conductor of the San Francisco
paid to the phobias induced by registration, for example, Symphony Orchestra, said, "I
claustrophobia.
haven't heard such playing since
Reg. 159 Philosophy of Registration. An interpretation of registration I listened to the young Kreisler."
in the light of Thomistic philosophy. As in metaphysics, we "One of the world's master fiddle
ask the question, "Why"?
players," said Virgil Thompson,
Reg. 162 Problems in Registration. An absorbing study of difficulties music critic of the New York
inherent in registration.
Herald Tribune, of 23 year old
Reg. 163 Registration Techniques. A "lab" course featuring practice Isaac Stern. Finally, his recordin penmanship. Over 3000 copie~ of the student's history are ings for Columbia Records are
filled out.
among their best-sellers. After
Reg. 180 History of Registration. This course is designed to acquaint the intermission, Mr. Stern will
the student ,with the similarities to registrationas found in play Bela Bartok's "Concerto for
Migration of Nations and the Barbarian Invasions.
Violin and Orchestra." Bartok
Reg. 183 Literary Problems Concernecl in Registration. This course is
On the first half of the· pro·
especially designed to help the student understand ihe jum- gram, Dr. Thor Johnson will
bled instructions given for registration.
conduct performances of HanPrerequisite: 4 years experidnce in cryptography.
del's "Water Music Suite," and
Reg. 194 Special Studies.
·
Sir Edward Elgar's "Enigma
Reg. 199 Senior Comprehensive Review.
Variations."
Dear Mr. Klueh,
You may be proud of your
sense of humor. We would like
NOTICE
to note, however, that there have
been many, many improvements
made in registration over the
ENJOY YOURSELVES - HAVE FUN
past two years. It ·might be a
goml idea in the future to offer,
if you are able, some construc·
Relax At The CYO-Sponsored Dances
tive criticism to the proper auth·
orities instea1l of proposing aca·
Fo1· Single Catholics Over 18
1lemic changes.
Robert G. Queenan
EVERY SUDAY NIGHT AT THE FENWICK
Editor-in-Chief
Xavier University News
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XAVIER U. STUDENTS

To be strong that nothing can disturb your peace of mind.
To talk health, happiness, and prosperity to every person you
meet.
To make all your friends feel that there is something good
in them.
To look at the sunny side of everything and make your opti.
mism come true.
·
To think only of the best, to work only for the best, and to
expect only the best.
From THE READER'S DIGEST
To be just as enthusiastic about the success of others as you Sydney J. Harris in Majority of
One:
are about your own.
To forget the mistakes of the past and press on to the greater
It's hard to decide which are
the most exasperating to be
achievements of the future.
To wear a cheerful countenance at all times and give every with-stupid people who never
talk, or. the bright people who
living creature a smile.
.
To give so much time to the improvement of yourself that never listen.
you have no time to criticize others.
To be too large for worry, too noble for anger, too strong for
fear, and too happy to permit the presence of trouble.

CLUB, 426 E. FIFTH STREET, FROM 8:30 TO 12:00
Good Orchesti·as And Delightful Atmosphere

THIS AD AND 50c ADMITS YOU
Rev. E. F. Conway

XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS

Reds Educate Members
At Tennessee School

Publl1hed weekly during the school year except durlnl? vacation periods by Xavier
University, Hamilton county, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio. tuo per year.
Entered as second class matter October 4, 1948 at the Post Office at
ctnctnnatl, Ohio under the Act 01 March 3• 1879•
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF.................................................................. " .................................. nob Queenan, ' 11 ~

Communist leaders are being trained in the U.S.A.!
Located at Monteagle, Tennessee, is a Communist Training
Sc,hool for teaching propaganda methods and tactics to creating
racial demonstrations. Under the leadership of many known
Communists, students are versed in the beliefs of these agi-

Friday, Feb. 7, Xavier students
will have an op1>ortunity to hear
a very well known lecturer in
the 1>erson of Rev. Eclward F.
Conway, S.J. Fr. Conway will
aclclress the stuclents in the Cash
l\lemorial Room in Logan Hall at
1:30 1un. F1'. Conway has been •
a frequent contributor to AMER·
ICA magazine and is currently
locatecl at Creighton University
where he is a professor of Political Science. "International Space
Agency" will be the topic of Fr.
Conway's talk.
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From THE READER'S DIGEST
R. R. Hancock, President of the
Incorporated Society of Headmasters:
Schools are aiming too much
at teaching ·pupils the content of
other men's minds, and too
little
training them to dis·
cover the capacity of their own.

at

From THE READER'S DIGEST
Charles P. Curtis in A Commonplace Book:
There are only two ways to be
unprejudiced and impartial. One
is to be completely ignorant. The
other is to be completely indifferent. Bias and prejudice are
attitudes to· be kept in hand, not
attitudes to be avoided.

tators which would be the most
common method of developing
a long range program.
Paul Crouch, formerly the top
Communist functionary in the
I South, stated before the U.S.
H
f R
·
t t'
C
ouse o
epresen a ives ommittee on UI]-An1erican Activities in Washington, that "the
Highlander Folk School is a
h 1
t d
t M t
l
sc oo opera e . a
on ea~ e,
Tennessee, ostensibly as an 1nclependent labor school, but
actually working in close cooperation with the Communist
Party."
During the Labor Day Weekencl, 1957, leaders of every major
racial incident in the South
gathered to discuss the precipitating of racial stri.fe. Rev. John B.
Thompson, Chaplain University
of Chicago, directed the seminar.

Highlander Folk School was
founded in 1932 by Myles Horton, now director of the school,
along with Don West, once district director of the Communist
Pa1·ty in North Carolina. Both
are affiliated with many Communist front organizations.
Governor Marvin Griffin of
G
. h
- d the i1ool
eorg1a, as oppose
SC
..
He is also director of the Georgia
Commission on Education responsible for a publication about
the school and its leaders.
"It behooves each of us," the
Governor states in his editorial,
"to learn more of Communist
infiltration and · the direction of
Communist movements. 0 n i y
through information and knowledge can we combat this alien
menace to constitutional government."

To Address
. X.U. Students

Conte 011e
Come All

To X.U..
Mardi Gras
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STILL
a crowning.
Barbara Otto
Mt. Airy
Sewing
1. ·oh yes, I think they bring out
the creative spirit in everyone.
2. A colonial type dress, pow-

INTERVIEWS

Margie Wenker
Oakley
Cooking
1. Yes, they are different than
the usual parties.
2. A peasant girl, with full skirt
and 'frilly blouse.
3. Robin Hood.
~
----------------------=-=====1=••
Little Red Riding Hood and
§'11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
the Wolf.

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
ene~gy restoring food makes it an essential

§

in every student's diet.

1

~'!:~te~vw~~ ~· be cute.
Christine Engelhardt
Mt. Lookout
Cooking and Eating Pizza
1. I like costume parties after a
fashion; I prefer them in a
small group around halloween
time.
2. I would wear a costume and
go in an automobile.
.
3. I think something from the
roaring twenties, or dressing
as George and Martha Wash-

Capri Offers the Ultimate
in Eating

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East M<:Millan

MORE

dered wig, etc.
When asked how she would go,
Barb said, "dressed."
3. Spanish costumes would be
nice.
_
4. Don't be afraid to try any of
your wirtl ideas.

MEX ICANA

WOodburn 1-2474

CHILI

CHILI
SPAGHEnl
with

BEANS
CHEESE ·
or ONIONS

GONDOLA

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience
MUFFLERS
BRAKES
INSTALLED FREE
RELINED
CAR-LIFE
$17.50
AND UP
GUARANTEE

*

and
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·

Style STEAK

=--

MUFFLER MAN-THE-B&AKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwoocl) ME 1-6832

I==

.

2:~~g::J~~:~{i~~n!~:/0:~

some extent.

:_ Mimi Fox (Mary Frances Fox)

_
-=
=

::

OPEN EVERY DAY - 4 P. M. 'Jill
~ ~:· fl!., Sat. and Sun. 'till

=

s.

Localed on the [,Corner Tennessee
and Ret1dlng Road, Bond Hill.

-

=
E

Mt. Lookout
-=_ Drawing
=
I think they're nice around
= Halloween,
but I'm not t~o
1.

-

:

crazy about them now or any
other time of the year.
5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111fS · 2• SAcotch and 8 °dda. k
t
3.
person cou1 wor up a cu e
saying that you hear in advertisements.
Marianne Biehle
Mt. Washington
My Scrapbook
.......
1. Oh yes, I think costume parties are gob~ of fun. If you
have half an imagination, it
wouldn't take any time at all
to get a cute idea together.
2. A character from Mother Goose
or the nursery rhymes.
Costumes of the people from
the different countries.
3. Candy Canes..
Mary Stenger
Clifton
Tennis
1. Yes, I think they're lots of
fun, very different and interesting.
2. A shmoo.
3. At a party I think all the costumes should .be original, and
DAVID ALEXANDER
Steel Wheel
also a theme set for the eveH. CAROLINA .STATE
ning such as; all vegetables or
TV commercials.
Anne Devins
WHAT IS A POLICEMEN'S BAU 1
MEMO TO MAESTROS: is your band dawdling instead of
North Avondale
. tootling? Is it full of feeble fifers and drooping drummers?
Assistant Girl Scout Leader
1. Yes, I like costume parties for
Well, this musical slowdown may.be traceable to lack of
myself; I like to come in novLuckies. Better give your band a break-and make it a
elty rather than histoi:ic cosLucky one! A Lucky, you see, is a light smoke-the right
tumes.
smoke for eve1·yone. It's all cigarette-all naturally light,
2. One can come up with cute
ideas that are not very hardwonderfully good-tasting tobacco. And Luckies' fine toTomb Stones - Me And My
HENRY BURKHARDT, JR,
taste
even
better.
Now
then,
what's
a
bacco
is
toasted
to
Cop Hop
Shadow - Flower pots.
U, OF DETROIT
marching band that never gets a Lucky break? Why, it's
3. If you can not come up with
a Sore Corps! (Wasn't that cymbal?)
a cute idea, a historic costume
is good to fall back on.
WHAT IS A POMPOUS BULLY?°

Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed

FREE PARKING

§

,_\ I/
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STUCK FOR DOUGH?

START STICKLING! ~AKE $25

JAMES HIBBS
INDIANA STATE
TEACHER'S COLLEGE

Stuffy Toughle

WHAT IS PUPPY LOVE7

!:!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1:
.

~

~

~

We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we print-and for
hundreds more that never get used! So start Stickling-they'pe so
easy you can think of dozens in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both words must have the same
number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send 'em all with your
name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

WHAT'S A FRENCH IASKETIALL PLAYER?

WHAT IS A WELL·DRESSED IOXER?

--=
--=
NEW
a--a=- ENGLAND
-=
----a-HAT
---§--- MANUFACTURING
----§---5-- COMPANY ----5
§ 118 East· Sixth Street§
=
§= Cincinnati, Ohio 5
--E

5

5

WHAT IS A CLAIM JUMPO 'I

a11111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111s
MARINA LA MADRID
u. or WASHlllGTON

Collie Folly

MELVYlf NIZNY
U. OF CINCINNATI

Tall Gaul

WARREN IODOW
SYRACUSE

Dapper Scrapper

LOIS UICHARD
KUTZTOWN STATI
TIACHU'S COLL,

LIGHT UPA/ig!Jl SMOKE-LIGHT UPA WCKYI
..... '"co.,

l'rotlutt oJ k~

J:tc. e.,..,,-"~;, ..,, ..w11,,..,.

